T he prospect of using quantum entanglement to improve the precision of atomic and optical sensors has been a topic of discussion for more than two decades. Examples of recent work using atomic ensembles include the preparation of spin-squeezed states (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) , Dicke states (13) (14) (15) , and other states with negative Wigner functions (16) . An assumption common to all this work is that low-noise detection methods are required to properly measure and make use of the prepared quantum states. In fact, detection noise has thus far been the bottleneck in the performance of these systems. To this end, there has been dedicated work on improving stateselective detection of atoms with both optical cavity-aided measurements (17, 18) and fluorescence imaging (19, 20) .
Here, we describe the concept and the implementation of a quantum phase magnification technique that relaxes stringent requirements in detection sensitivity for quantum metrology. This method is a generalization of a recent proposal for approaching the Heisenberg limit in measurement sensitivity without single-particle detection (21) . We demonstrate the method in an ensemble of 87 Rb atoms. As in a typical atomic sensor or clock, the goal is to measure a differential phase shift accumulated between a pair of quantum states during a time interval. Making this measurement requires the phase shift to be converted into a population difference (12, 22) , after which the population difference is measured. Our scheme magnifies this population difference before the final detection, in effect magnifying the initial phase shift. The atomic ensemble is first spinsqueezed using atomic interactions aided by an optical cavity, and then small rotations-to be sensed-are induced on the atomic state. These rotations are magnified by stretching the rotated states (Fig. 1A) , using cavity-aided interactions, and are finally detected via fluorescence imaging. Magnification allows for substantial reduction in the noise requirements for the final detection. Although the method is demonstrated in an atom/ cavity system, it is broadly applicable to any quantum system that has a suitable nonlinear interaction [see below and (23)].
The collective state of an ensemble of N twolevel atoms-here, the clock states of 87 Rb-can be described using the language of a pseudo-spin-N/2 system. The z-component of the spin, J z , represents the population difference, and the orientation in the J x -J y plane represents the phase difference between the two states. As these angular momentum components do not commute, both the population and the phase possess uncertainties. For a state with hJ x i ≈ N/2, the uncertainties satisfy DJ z · DJ y ≥ N/4, where J y is now identified with the phase of the ensemble. Coherent spin states (CSS) with noise DJ z ¼ DJ y ¼ ffiffiffiffi N p =2 ≡ D CSS establish the standard quantum limit (SQL) to minimum resolvable phase or population difference.
The magnification procedure (Fig. 1A) starts with a mapping of J z onto J y (Fig. 1B) via a shearing interaction. A rotation of J y into J z follows to complete the sequence. The interaction leading to the mapping (shearing) generates a rotation of the state about the J z axis, with the rotation rate depending on J z , and is represented by the oneaxis twisting Hamiltonian (24) H ¼ ℏcJ 2 z , where ℏ is the Planck constant divided by 2p and c is the shearing strength.
The Heisenberg equations of motion for the vector operator J yield dJ=dt ¼ 1 = 2 ðW Â J−J Â WÞ, where the rotation vector W ¼ẑ2cJ z is also an operator, andẑ is a unit vector in the z-direction. We assume that the angular shifts we seek to measure are small (otherwise, they would readily be measurable without magnification) and that the uncertainties of the states after magnification occupy a small fraction of the Bloch sphere. With these assumptions and working with near-maximal initial x-polarization J x ≈ J = N/2, we can linearize the problem and focus our attention to a planar patch of the spherical phase space (Fig. 1 , B to D). The equations of motion then yield J z (t) = J z (0) and J y (t) = J y (0) + MJ z (0) with M ¼ N∫ t 0 dt ′ cðt ′ Þ. Thus, the initial J z is mapped onto J y with a magnification factor M. This is analogous to free expansion of a gas if one identifies J z with a particle's momentum and J y with its position.
We implement the one-axis twisting Hamiltonian through a dispersive interaction between atoms and light in an optical cavity (1) (Fig. 2A) . The underlying mechanism is a coupling between the intracavity power and atomic populations. The atom-cavity detuning is set such that the shift in the cavity resonance due to the atoms is proportional to J z (Fig. 2C) . Thus, J z sets the cavity-light detuning, which in turn sets the intracavity power (Fig. 2D ), which in turn provides a J z -dependent ac-Stark shift-hence the J 2 z interaction. Implemented this way, there is also a J z -independent part of the ac-Stark shift, causing global rotations of the state about the J z axis even for J z = 0. The rotation angle f AC due to this effect is proportional to the pulse area of the interaction light incident on the cavity. By directly measuring f AC and offsetting the phase of the microwave oscillator by the same amount, we effectively work in a frame where the center of the states remains in the J x -J z plane (23) . The magnification parameter
obtained in this implementation directly relates to the measured quantity f AC . Here, d c = 5.5 Hz is the cavity frequency shift per unit J z , k = {8.0, 10.4} kHz is the cavity full linewidth at N = {0, 5 × 10 5 }, and d 0 is the empty cavity-light detuning. The decay of the cavity field results in back-action noise that is not taken into account in the simple Hamiltonian analysis above. However, these effects are negligible in the parameter range we use for the magnification protocol and can be ignored (23) .
The details of the experimental apparatus are described in (12, 25) . We load up to 5 × 10 5 atoms at 25 mK into an optical lattice inside the highfinesse (1.75 × 10 5 ) cavity (23) . A 780-nm standingwave cavity mode is used for generating the collective interactions and probing the atoms. The lattice holds the atoms at the intensity maxima of this 780-nm mode, ensuring uniform atom-cavity coupling (Fig. 2, A and B) . The 1560-nm lattice light, whose frequency is stabilized to the cavity, generates the 780-nm light through frequency doubling, guaranteeing its frequency stability with respect to the cavity. By measuring the phase of a reflected probe pulse with homodyne detection, we can determine the empty cavity frequency down to a J z equivalent of three spin-flips.
In our procedure, the low-noise cavity probe is used to obtain reference information about the states before magnification, which is then compared with the noisy fluorescence measurements after magnification.
We first prepare a CSS aligned with the J x axis of the Bloch sphere using 2 × 10 5 atoms (23), then apply a small microwave-induced rotation about the J y axis (±2 mrad) to displace the center of the CSS to a J z value of ±200. As characterized by cavity measurements, the widths of the resulting J z distributions read within 0.5 dB of the calibrated CSS noise level (12) (Fig. 3A) . We illustrate the magnification protocol (Fig. 3 ) using these characterized states. We implement the following sequence (23) Rb atoms are trapped inside a high-finesse cavity (length 10.7 cm) using a 1560-nm cavity mode as a one-dimensional optical lattice. A 780-nm mode is used to generate collective atomic interactions and to probe the cavity resonance frequency (J z measurements) by recording the phase of a reflected probe pulse (~10 pW, 200 ms). Microwaves are for atomic state rotations. A charge-coupled device (CCD) imaging system measures the population difference between the hyperfine states after releasing the atoms from the lattice and spatially separating the states. (Fig. 3A) allows for extraction of magnification parameters (23) . The magnification increases linearly with incident shearing light power (Fig.  3B) , quantified by f AC , and has the expected dependence on cavity-light detuning (Fig. 3C ). In the large M limit, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) associated with the two states after magnification approaches the value measured by the cavity (Fig.  3D) , set by the intrinsic sensitivity of the quantum state. Here, SNR is defined as the separation between the centroids of the two J z distributions divided by the RMS width of their distributions.
For the mapping to be accurate in this protocol, the magnified J z noise M DJ z (0) should exceed the initial J y noise DJ y (0). If we magnify a J zsqueezed state that has DJ z (0) = D CSS x and DJ y (0) = D CSS x′ (x′ · x ≥ 1, x < 1), the final noise becomes
Setting the fractional noise contribution of the second term to 1 -e requires a magnification of M e ≈ (2e)
x′/x. This quantity grows unfavorably (at least quadratically) with the squeezing factor x.
The unfavorable scaling can be eliminated using a noise-refocusing version of the protocol (Fig. 1D) , which enables, in principle, perfect mapping at a chosen magnification. By adding a small rotation q before magnification, the J y noise can be made to focus down through the course of magnification. The action of the small rotation is formally analogous to that of a lens on a beam of light. The final J y noise in this version is
(23). For q = q 0 , the initial J z noise becomes the sole noise contribution at M = M 0 ≡ 1/q 0 . We demonstrate the noise-refocusing protocol using squeezed spin states with 5 × 10 5 atoms (Fig. 4) . The states are generated with the same shearing interaction later used for magnification (1, 23) . We start with states that are 8-dB squeezed in J z and 32-dB antisqueezed in J y (x~0.4, x′4 0)-the best we can currently achieve without measurement-based methods. We apply a small microwave rotation q about the J x axis, and investigate the noise measured at the end of the magnification protocol (Fig. 4A) . We observe a different optimal magnification value for each q. The shown family of model curves (using Eq. 3) is a fit to the entire data set with only two free parameters, and the small deviations from these curves are attributable to slow drifts in the initial squeezing level (~1 dB). For the specific example of q = 29 mrad (Fig. 4B) , we explicitly show that the optimal magnification M~30 replicates the SNR of the initially prepared states. Had we not used noise refocusing, the required magnification ; the fit parameter a contains information primarily about fluorescence detection noise. In (B) to (D), error bars and shaded regions denote the 68% statistical confidence interval for data and fits, respectively. would have been M 0.05~3 20 (for an infidelity e = 0.05), which would have started wrapping the states around the Bloch sphere. In assessing metrological gain obtained from spin squeezing, the degree of Bloch vector length (coherence) preservation is essential to prevent degradation of signal levels. Throughout all state preparation and magnification, the coherence of the states measured by Ramsey fringe contrasts remains above 96%. The small reduction arises from residual atom-cavity coupling inhomogeneities.
If the magnification technique developed here is used as the readout stage for the more effective measurement-based squeezing methods (12), we expect improvements in verifiable squeezing because the technique avoids degradation due to photon losses in the readout (23) . The magnification protocol can be used on any kind of exotic initial state to ease characterization. Examples include the not yet demonstrated Schrödinger-cat spin states (26, 27) , where the spacing of inherent interference fringes can be magnified, or other states that possess negative Wigner functions (16) . Because the only required key element is a nonlinear phase shift, the method could find broad use in systems that use, for example, collisional interactions in Bose-Einstein condensates (11, 28, 29) , Rydberg blockade interactions in neutral atoms (21) , Ising interactions in ion traps (30) , nonlinearities in superconducting Josephson junctions, and nonlinearities in optics. In (23) we describe a photonic analog of the phase magnification concept using self-phase modulation.
Molecular knots occur in DNA, proteins, and other macromolecules. However, the benefits that can potentially arise from tying molecules in knots are, for the most part, unclear. Here, we report on a synthetic molecular pentafoil knot that allosterically initiates or regulates catalyzed chemical reactions by controlling the in situ generation of a carbocation formed through the knot-promoted cleavage of a carbon-halogen bond. The knot architecture is crucial to this function because it restricts the conformations that the molecular chain can adopt and prevents the formation of catalytically inactive species upon metal ion binding. Unknotted analogs are not catalytically active. Our results suggest that knotting molecules may be a useful strategy for reducing the degrees of freedom of flexible chains, enabling them to adopt what are otherwise thermodynamically inaccessible functional conformations.
M olecular knots are found in circular DNA (1) and approximately 1% of proteins in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (2) and form spontaneously in polymer chains of sufficient length and flexibility (3) . Molecules with the topology of some of the simplest prime knots have been synthesized (4-13), but, although knots are fundamental elements of structure, the potential benefits that could arise from tying molecules in knots are mostly unclear (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) . Recently, Fe(II) complexes of some synthetic molecular knots and links were found to strongly and selectively bind halide anions (X -) within their central cavities (19) . This binding activity resembles a key feature of dehalogenase enzymes, which contain halide binding sites that facilitate the cleavage of carbon-halogen bonds (20, 21) . Here, we show that as little as 1 mole % (mol %) of a synthetic molecular pentafoil knot can induce Lewis acid-catalyzed reactions by the in situ generation of a carbocation by carbonhalogen bond scission promoted by CH···X -hydrogen bonding and long range metal-cation···X -electrostatic interactions.
We previously reported the synthesis of a molecular pentafoil knot [a 5 1 knot in AlexanderBriggs notation (22) ], inspired by Lehn's cyclic double helicates (23) but modified so as to be assembled, and the end groups connected, through imine chemistry (24, 25) . The knot binds a chloride or bromide anion extremely strongly within its central cavity (K Cl -= 3.6 × 10 10 M −1
, K Br -= 1.7 × 10 10 M −1 in MeCN) through a combination of CH···X -hydrogen bonding and long-range Fe (II)···X -electrostatic interactions (19) . However, attempts to remove the metal ions while maintaining the pentafoil knot topology proved unsuccessful because of the lability of uncoordinated imine bonds (25) . We therefore investigated an alternative route to a metal-free pentafoil knot based on ring-closing olefin metathesis (RCM) of a tris(bipyridine) [tris(bipy)] ligand strand (1) that had proved successful in the synthesis of a related Star of David catenane (26) (Fig. 1). [Detailed experimental procedures and full characterization data are given in sections S1 and S4 to S8 of the supplementary materials (SM).] Heating ligand strand 1 with 1.25 equivalents (equiv.) of FeCl 2 in dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) at 60°C resulted in an intensely colored redpurple solution indicative of the formation of low-spin Fe(II)-tris(bipy) complexes (Fig. 1, step i) . 
